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Exercise 1 
Choose the most suitable word 
 
The sky was full of dark clouds / rain. 
Before the storm started, we heard booming / thunder. 
It was very cold and the river was frozen / iced. 
It won’t rain for a long time. It's only a shower / bath. 
When the wind whistlers / blows, all the trees move. 
Wc sat on the beach and enjoyed the sunshine / sunburn. 
It started raining, and everyone got watery / wet. 
During the storm the sky lit up with rain / lightning 
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Exercise 2 
Fill in the blanks 
 
As its ______  take your umbrella. 
If it's _____ tomorrow, we’ll go to the beach. 
Suddenly there was a flash of _______  and then loud thunder. 
It was very_____yesterday, so Jim flew his kite.  
Look, it’s_______! All the cars are white! 
There was a _______ in the sky after the rain. 
The grass was wet in the morning. I could see droplets of _______ 
 
 
Exercise 3  
 
Hi Graham 
We have just come back from our summer holiday in France. During the first week the (1) ______was                  
terrible. Everyone said that summer in the south of France would be (2) _______and sunny, but it                 
wasn't. Every day was (3) _______and one day we had a thunderstorm. It was very exciting, but the                  
dog didn't like the (4) _______or the thunder. It was very loud! In the second week the weather got                   
better. It stopped (5) __________all the time and the sun came out. It was still quite (6)_______on the                  
beach, but that was OK because sometimes it got too hot. My brother got (7)_______on his back                 
because he fell asleep - it wasn't too bad though. One day we flew our kites from the top of a hill. That                       
was great fun. but the (8)_______blew and broke mum's kite. She was very cross. We came home                 
yesterday on the boat. It was very (9) _______and not very nice at all. My dad said that next year we                     
could go to Iceland for our holiday - I don't think I want to because I'm sure it would be (10)                     
_______-and I prefer sunny holidays! 
Keep in touch Jane 
 
 
 
1 A day B weather C weeks  
2 A hot B rainy C cold  
3 A watery B cloudy C weathery  
4 A booming B raining C lightning  
5 A raining B snow C cloudy  
6 A wet B windy C wind  
7 A sunshine B sunburn C sunny  
8 A cloud B rain C wind  
9 A wet B snow C sun  



10 A iced B freezing C snow 
Exercise 4 
name or match these pictures  

 
 


